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Abstract— In 21st century three main factor a person are 

accommodate in our life smart devices, smart environment, 

Smart Interaction in our smart system people are to employ 

every work in daily life with smart phones example- online 

banking , online shopping. But the use of smart system there 

is number of times is inconvenient to user because the 

private information is become unavoidable to share the any 

website or any portal. This issue become cover from 

decomposition for the data and privacy guarantee of our 

dataset. In this project decomposition of private data with 

geospatial data which is also known as geo cordinates of 

user or any devices which is located on earth. Geospatial 

data is nothing but geographic information of earth. To 

mapping and analyse this information used of many 

algorithm which related to two neighboring dataset 

(location). In our application the application is based on the 

geospatial data and how to use or how the geospatial data 

are relevant to user and become application is must be 

admirable to user is described in this paper. Design a 

privacy budget as Fibonacci allocation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

iOS provide some additional feature to iPhone devices. In 

existing system the iPhone operating system improve the 

notification features but lack of collision between push 

orpost notification by this reason the ios provide push 

notification with additional features.in our application there 

are some reliable feature are provide through application. 

Firstfeature is GCM push notification send data from your 

server to your users’ devices, andreceive messages from 

devices on the same connection. The GCM service handles 

all aspects of queuing of messages and delivery to client 

applications running on target devices, and it is completely 

free. Along with notification the application give some 

alertmessage to user. in this application spatial database are 

an important class or subclass ofdatabase which database 

store on geocordinates of geospatial data. It design on the 

basisof 2D dimension plane. The attribute which are 

distributed from latitude and longitude. Starting with iOS 

10, Apple is using Differential Privacytechnology to help 

discoverthe usage patterns of a large number of users 

without compromising individual privacy. To obscure an 

individual’s identity, Differential Privacy adds mathematical 

noise to asmall sample of the individual’s usage pattern. 

another important feature utilise in thissystem is Geospatial 

information is data reference to a place a set of geographic 

coordinates which can often be gathered, manipulated, and 

displayed in real time. A Geographic. Information System 

(GIS) is a computer system capable of capturing, storing, 

analysing,and displaying geographically referenced 

information. A privacy budget define the thedegree of 

privacy guarantee. Differential privacy is a relatively new 

notion of privacy [9], and also is one of the most popular 

privacy concepts, which is based on data distortion. It can be 

implemented by noise mechanism which adds a random 

noise to output data. Design differentially privacy data 

releasing algorithm with characteristics of data itself.At the 

point of database we will utilise firebase database. Actually, 

Firebase is positively fantastic in performance, 

implementation, and upkeep. The key to Firebase’s 

immediate value is its real-time database that stores data in 

JSON. Any change in the database is immediate lysynced 

across all clients, or devices, that use the same database. In 

other words, Fire baseis ridiculously fast; everything is 

updated instantly. Firebase also offers user authentication 

along with storage, and all data is transfer redvia a secure 

SSL connection. For authentication, we can choose from 

any combination of email and password, Facebook, Twitter, 

Git Hub, Google, or a custom solution.  After introduce to 

all function which used in application follow are the main 

function which describe what is your project 1)Allowing the 

geomagnetic with add more than one label 2)Link the real 

time application to firebase database 3) By the created this 

type of application to overcome hardness of real time 

application eg. money and time also. In this application 

major focus on security of application. Privacy budget to 

define degree of privacy guarantee. Provide security to 

application firstly decompose the spatial data with respected 

algorithm or quad tree concept .quad tree decompose the 

data into small part .privacy budget strategy distribution of 

all requested data. In this project, our goal is utilize to find 

out nearest object, And also find particular item which 

preference of user point of interest based approach to 

improve the push notification which notify the object which 

available on user GPS location. Geospatial data which laid 

by two dimensional plane of map. Following two main part 

we are used:  

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Geospatial Data 

The Geospatial data is Geo data or GIS data. In Geo data is 

the positioning information of object or person which 

located on a any location and this location which are 

referred to latitude and longitude of geographic area. GIS 

system are which capable storing the information, analysing 

of information. The geo data or GIS system which 

references geographically information. 

B. GCM Push Notification 

The GCM push notification are used for send the data which 

available on server to device. User or client which request to 

server for any query the server push the notification of user 

request. GCM handle all features of message notification. 

Firebase database is easy to implementation of 0data. Fetch 

and retrieve the data from firebase. In this paper OLAP are 

used to online analytical processing of data. Accuracy and 
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security are the main protocol which described for how to 

the application is fantastic, reliable or not. 

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ALGORITHM   

Let S is the system, 

S= {I, O, Fme, Friend, DD, NDD, CPUCount, H/w, S/w, 

Failure, Success} 

Where; 

I is Input of system 

I = {Geospatial data(point of interest)D,D’; €0; €h,a,b} 

Where, 

D = Dataset 

D’ = Neighbouring dataset 

"0 = Leaf node 

"h = Root node 

a b =Real Number 

O is Output of system 

O = {GPS Location(lat and long), annotation, I, un;∆f, A } 

Where, 

I = Inventory (available product offer, range of product 

A = Range of series 

{un} = Generalized Fibonacci series 

∆f = Global sensitivity 

Fme = {Function of geomap} 

func action(gesture Recognizer: UI Gesture Recognizer) 

Ffriend = {A : D ->R} 

DD is Deterministic Data. 

DD ={All the elements of I and O}; 

NDD is Non Deterministic Data. 

NDD= {Empty set} 

CPUCount = {4 core} 

H/w is Hardware Requirement 

H/w = {MacBookPro, iPhone} 

A. Algorithm: Main () 

 Step 1: Application Start 

 Step 2: Checks primary environment for Internet and 

GPS Permissions. 

 Step 3: User can get registered or if already registered 

Login. 

Step 4: Using Firebase API Auth Framework, Fire Auth 

executes to verify if User is authenticated. 

 Step 5: Home Screen Appears. 

 Step 6: On Home Screen, Apple Map Kit API Invokes 

Map Canvas with option to switch Map Type. 

 Step 7: On Home Screen, Apple Map Kit API Invokes 

Map Canvas with option to i0switch Map Type. 

 Step 8: A Search Box appears to enter preferences for 

search product. 

 Step 9: A Specialized process start under 

GEOSPATIAL Module to locate Stores around user’s 

GPS in given distance. 

 Step 10: Geo Coder and Reverse Geo Coder API 

Invokes to locate Map Annotation Pins on Map. 

 Step 11: Annotation shows Shop Name with option to 

start Direction API. 

 Step 12: Direction API accepts User’s Input as GPS 

Location and Selected Shop GPS Location and invoke 

Direction API. 

 Step 13: Application will get Array of Poly Lines from 

Apple Network in terms of location spots to draw as 

Directions from User to Shop. 

 Step 14: Push Notification API will be execute to send 

push notification. 

IV. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 

In architecture firstly user can login with mobile App if user 

has exist otherwise user will do registration and login into 

mobile app. This all done from authentication entity all 

database function provide from firebase database. FCM 

function provide fire base cloud messaging. Pod file is a 

cocoapods file which provide the cocoapod function. 

Sameas shop owner have the registration same as user then 

login into the application.  

After that App use mobile GPS system or 

application provide the GPS button which include all the 

features of GPS system. The Geo data from the user location 

is identified after the user enter the user point of interest. If 

user does not put any interest only inventory data or list of 

item are displayed. Storyboard is GUI this interface which 

managed toolsof the application. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

V. CONCLUSION 

In our project goal is how the application reliable to user. 

When user enter in the crowd market the user confused or 

disturbed in the huge crowd. Our applications applying for 

Malls and Open Market where we have large shops to buy. 

In current scenario, a user must hunt entire market or mall to 

get what he/she wants. the user or shop owner have the 

benefit for this application .This kills lots of energy and 

missing the opportunity for best buy. To tackle this problem, 

we are create a Mobile Application and Backend Shop 

Owner Portal. Shop owners will post all available products, 

schemes, range of products, Coupons, limited time offers 

and discounts with exact shop locations. Here we are 

benefiting 2 people. One is Shop Owner to drive exact 

audience and generate 0 marketing revenue straight from the 

huge crowd. Another user is App User who gets best 

discount in market without hunt entire market and never 

miss any discount. 
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VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

In the future, we intent to further develop platform 

dependent application and canalso provide the security to 

that application. In this application we decompose the 

import data with quad tree. Our application are link with 

geographic information. As per linking function to inherit 

the local data with global data. In user location information 

which decide the nearest data. The Fibonacci series which 

manage the all data which link one to another. 
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